
JOURNAL 2 FATE IN BEOWULF

Journal #2 " Fate saves the living when they drive away death by themselves" Beowulf interprets fate in many different
contexts, but the central purpose of fate is.

Still man fighting beyond what is expected of him is often sufficient to overcome what could have been a
triumph of destiny. I believe everything is planned as some may call it fate, but I call it the faith in christianity,
the all knowing god who determines the current, my tomorrow, and my future choices. Do you agree with
Homer? The dark period that was the Middle Ages was a constant struggle against forces beyond the
peripheries of a tribal domain or community. What is the purpose in that? Despite the frailties of old age, he
hastened once more to save the day. One of the elements in the poem that make it epic is when Gilgamesh
loses his plant, his solution to immortality. These are among the values of the erstwhile Anglo-Saxon society.
The Epic of Gilgamesh is a good example of an epic poem because it has a lot of qualities that make up an
epic poem. Either one should succumbed to it or die fighting. One has to excel as is today to really become
relevant. Lesson 1 Journal Entry 6 of 16 Journal Exercise 1. To determine if one is more elevated than the
other is hardly viable. They defeat monstrous enemies like Humbaba and the Bull of Heaven, which was out to
punish Gilgamesh for rejecting Ishtar. He choose to fight in the war, and although he wants to help his people,
he is also extremely selfish. As fate declares, it what was always meant to be, as how god knows our every
move, our every decison from today to the end of our last breath. We have the power to change as what fate
predicts but our power of change comes from god, as how determines what he want us to endure or to take and
value from. The context of the quote seems to indicate that destiny may not be totally overwhelmed but
exceptional bravery or effort even from a man could perhaps relaxed what has already been delineated by it.
Personal excellence is always being the best person I can be. Hector wants to be the most-powerful man; he
kills Patroclus; he also takes Patroclus' armor to show how much superior he is; he doesn't take Polydamas'
advice; he forces the attack against the ships; he makes grave decision that result in the loss of many lives.
There is a heroic quest and the setting is vast in scope. Patroclus told Hector that death and fate, two things
that go hand-in-hand, were standing close by him. Hrothgar is consistently portrayed as a wise and noble
monotheist, modelled largely it has been suggested in the text on the Old Testament patriarchs and kings; he
refers all things to the favour of God, and never omits explicit thanks for mercies. Could it also harm society?
I want to do well in every aspect of my life -- not just one. It could possibly harm society if there are people
who take the idea of honor to an exaggerated level. He accepted his fate and did not beg Achilles to spare his
life when the time of his defeat came. List three examples of hubris, or extreme pride, you see in the story or
you hear about happening before the story begins. Tolkien whose literary criticism of the Beowulf epic
brought greater attention to it has this to say about the interplay of fate and cosmic forces on Beowulf: Fate, or
mythological matters each appear, and to distinguish in particular those things which are said in oratio recta by
one of the characters, or are reported as being said or thought by them. Hector's hubris, described by Priam, is
that he will think that all the marks and scars of battle will be viewed as marks of glory. Beowulf dedicated his
last breath to save his people from the ravages of a deadly monster. Yet as many ask, is fate real? Achilles is
given a choice of whether or not to fight in the war and become a great hero or stay home and die at an old
age.


